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The University of Dayton

DAYTON, Ohio -- Americans tend to be God-believing,
religion-practicing folks, but you wouldn't know it by watching
prime-time network television, according to a study by a
University of Dayton communication professor.
"The religious side of people's lives is not seen very
frequently on television," says Tom Skill.

"The extent to which

But symbolically what it

suggests is that religion is not very important."
Skill examined 100 episodes of prime-time fictional
television programs totalling 67.5 hours.

Of nearly 1,400

characters, only 6.5 percent "did anything significantly
religious or displayed any religious or spiritual behavior," says
Skill.
While most television characters do not behave religiously,
they gravitate toward religion in times of crisis, says Skill.
"When all else fails, you seek the counsel of a priest or
minister or pause for prayer," he says.
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we should see it we're uncertain about.
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"There's a subtle,

underlying theme--in shows such as 'China Beach,' where religion
was mixed into the horrors of war and the personal lives of the
characters--that you keep God 1n your back pocket and pull him
out whenever things are beyond your control."
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TV study:
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Skill also studied the extent to which television portrays
"religious environments," such as churches and various religious
artifacts.

Of 40 categories of environments, one appears only

every 19 minutes.
The episodes aired during the November 1990 ratings sweeps
on ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX.
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The study, believed to be the first

of religious portrayals on prime-time

television, was funded by a $19,750 grant from the American
Family Association.
-30For media interviews, contact Tom Skill, associate professor of
communication, at (513) 229-2037 or (513) 748-1374.
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Of the 100 episodes studied, only a very few stand out--for
positive or negative reasons--including:
• Father Dowling, "a religious show just visually," says
Skill. Even though the main characters are "professionally
religious," religion and everyday life are integrated. For
example, when a body is discovered, Father Dowling and Sister
Stephanie stay in character and pause for prayer before rushing
off to look for fingerprints.
• The Flash, in which black magic, voodoo and cult rituals
presented the darker sides of religious practice. Many of these
images were linked to criminal behavior.
• Twin Peaks, where nearly every episode contained a
reference to New Age concepts.
• Designing Women, "in one episode New Age was the brunt of
most of the jokes. After getting all the phone calls for a New
Age bookstore, Julia Sugarbaker, in true 'terminator' style,
blasted the myths of channeling and the power of crystals," says
Skill.
• The Golden Girls, with numerous references to the
characters' religious upbringings. Nuns, convents and parochial
schools were frequently the topics of jokes.
• Wiseguy, which focused on organized crime. Ethnic
(Italian) religious devotion was a backdrop to many episodes.
• The Cosby Show, notable because of the absence of
religious behavior or an expressed religious affiliation. "If
anything in black culture suggests survival, it's the religious
linkage," says Skill. "When you study the success or failure of
kids in leaving the ghetto, evidence seems to suggest that those
kids who come from families who had a very strong religious
commitment had a far greater chance of making it."
• Fresh Prince of Bel Air and Amen were two series with
black casts that displayed a religious dimension to some
characters' lives, although Amen focused on "professional"
religious characters.
Skill also was also surprised by the slang usage of God's
name, "which says nothing about religion or spirituality, but I
thought television avoided that." The character Hayden on Coach,
for example, used "my God," "Oh, my God," "Jeez" and similar
expressions frequently--an average of six times a show.
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